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Topics in Approximate Inference

• Task of Inference
• Intractability in Inference
  1. Inference as Optimization
  2. Expectation Maximization
  3. MAP Inference and Sparse Coding
  4. Variational Inference and Learning
  5. Learned Approximate Inference
Summary of Approx Inference Methods

1. Expectation Maximization
   - A method for learning rather than inference
     - E-step: maximize $\mathcal{L}$ wrt $q$
     - M-step: maximize $\mathcal{L}$ wrt $\theta$
     - Allows to make large learning steps wrt fixed $q$

2. MAP inference and sparse coding
   - Learn using a point estimate of $\log p(h,v)$ rather than inferring the entire distribution

3. Variational Inference and Learning